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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 
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Paper Y143/01 series overview 
Y143 is one of thirteen units for the revised AS Level examination for GCE History. This unit tests an 
extended period of History of about fifty years through an enquiry or source-based option and an essay. 
The paper is divided into two sections. In Section A candidates have to answer two compulsory source 
questions based on three written primary sources. The first question requires candidates to assess the 
utility of one of the three sources as evidence for a specific issue. The second question requires them to 
use all three sources to assess the validity of a view. In Section B candidates are required to answer one 
essay question from a choice of two.  

To do well on Section A, candidates need to be able to consider both provenance of the sources and 
apply contextual knowledge to them in order to reach a judgement about the sources in relation to the 
issue in the question.  

To do well on Section B candidates need to address the issue in the question, using detailed supporting 
knowledge. In order to reach the higher levels candidates will need to assess the issues they discuss 
and reach a supported judgement at least in the conclusion. 

Candidate performance overview 

Candidates who did well on this paper generally did the following: 

• considered the provenance of the source(s) and used relevant contextual knowledge 

• clearly linked their contextual knowledge to the source being discussed to show whether the 
view of the source was valid or not 

• reached an overall judgement as to the extent to which the sources supported the view in the 
question 

• in answering the essay question, discussed at least two issues in depth 

• gave supporting detail that was both accurate and relevant to the question set, not just the 
topic 

• reached a supported judgement about the issue in the question 

• made a series of interim judgements about the issues discussed in relation to the question.  

 

Candidates who did less well on this paper generally did the following: 

• did not consider both the provenance and use contextual knowledge to evaluate the sources 

• wrote an unbalanced answer in their treatment of the sources, with very little consideration of 
one of the sources 

• reached a judgement based on their knowledge rather than the sources 

• showed a poor understanding of the major issues relevant to the essay 

• were unable to support their answer with relevant material 

• did not focus on the precise wording of the question 

• made unsupported comments about issues which were assertions. 
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Section A overview 
Section A is the source element of this paper and the AS examination, testing AO2. It is therefore 
important that responses are driven by the sources as this is the only part of the examination where this 
is tested. There are two questions in this section and candidates are required to answer both questions. 
Question 1 requires candidates to test the utility of a source as evidence for a specific issue. Centres 
should be aware that this question does not always test Source A, as was seen in this examination. The 
second question requires candidates to use all three sources to assess how far they support a view. 
Candidates are advised to spend slightly longer on Section A as it carries more marks than Section B. 
Centres should be aware that in answering Question 2 there is no requirement for candidates to group 
the sources and that any level or mark can be achieved without this.  

 

Question 1 

The question required candidates to consider how useful Source C was as evidence for Churchill’s 
success in negotiating the terms of the Atlantic Charter. The overall quality of answers was sound 
although a number of candidates did not use both provenance and contextual knowledge to support their 
answers.  

Good answers noted that his proposed changes were accepted by Roosevelt and that the President 
appeared impressed by his negotiations. They were able to demonstrate how the Atlantic Charter was a 
largely British driven document. Some candidates were able to use their knowledge to either support or 
challenge this view.  Better answers were aware that the USA had not entered the war at this point and 
that Churchill was desperate for its support whilst FDR hoped the Charter would encourage Britain to 
dismantle the system of imperial preference in place at the time. Others believed that this source showed 
that Churchill had totally committed to dismantling the British Empire in the Treaty, which was not a valid 
interpretation of this source. 

Provenance, when not ignored, was generally evaluated in a valid manner. Most were able to point out 
that this was Churchill’s view of events, and now writing from his vantage point in 1950 was attempting to 
portray his own position in a good light. Occasionally the title of the book, the Grand Alliance was 
mistaken for the Grand Alliance of the War Years, leading to some difficulties when attempting to assess 
provenance. Many candidates simply made no comments on provenance or made simplistic, stock 
comments about the fact that he was there so would know what actually happened. 

Below we have an example of a candidate that has shown good awareness on the context of the Atlantic 
Charter. This example demonstrates a high level response with a light touch of contextual knowledge 
and with developed discussion of provenance. 
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Exemplar 1 
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Question 2 

The question required candidates to use all three sources to assess how far they support the view that 
Churchill was the dominant force in his wartime relationship with President Roosevelt. Candidates 
should produce a balanced answer, treating each source carefully in order to reach the higher levels of 
the mark-scheme. Similarly, whilst it is not expected that there would be equal consideration given to 
provenance and the use of contextual knowledge both must be used for all three sources to reach the 
higher levels. 

Most responses were able to explain the view of each source in relation to the question. Better answers 
noted that Source A countered the claim in the question and that the USA was not in the war as a junior 
partner to Britain. In assessing Source B higher level answers suggested that the source proved that 
Roosevelt’s snubbing of Churchill’s invitation demonstrated that he was not the dominant one in this 
relationship. They argued that in both sources America needed to reassure their people that they were 
not in the war merely to protect British interests. Most argued that Source C showed that Churchill was 
clearly the dominant force in their wartime relationship as shown by Churchill’s manipulation of the 
Atlantic Treaty.  

There was some evidence of candidates lacking contextual knowledge to support their arguments. Better 
candidates were able to discuss the contextual background of imperial preference for Source C, however 
few candidates were able to place Sources A and B in the context of the war with the North African 
campaign and the invasion of Sicily and Italy.  

The greatest determinant in the level achieved by candidates was often the handling of provenance. 
Disappointingly a large number of candidates either ignore provenance or relied on stock comments. 
This is certainly an area where candidates could develop their skills and improve their marks 
considerably.  
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Section B overview 
In Section B candidates are required to answer one question from a choice of two. Given that most 
candidates are likely to spend longer on Section A than B it is not expected that they will be able to cover 
all the issues raised by the question. Candidates can score well by considering two or three issues in 
depth and reaching a supported judgement. However, it is important to ensure that the issues selected 
allow a justifiable judgement to be reached. The majority of candidates chose to answer Question 3, but 
both question produced a wide range of responses.  

 

Question 3 

The majority of candidates chose this particular question and there were many good answers. Better 
answers remained focused on the reasons for Conservative decline. The lower level responses tended 
to describe various aspects of Conservative rule from before the given period and then asserted how this 
led to Conservative decline. Such answers tended to remain in Level 2 or perhaps reached Level 3 with 
occasional relevant references.  

The higher level answers considered a range of reasons. These included economic reasons and the 
best answers were able to confidently discuss stagflation, a lower growth rate than Europe and the rise 
in unemployment. A large proportion of candidates misunderstood the term stagflation even when they 
included it in their essays, leading to weak explanation. An extract showing how lower level responses 
typically handled the economy can be seen below. 

Other factors were handled well, in particular the various scandals that damaged confidence in the 
Conservative Party. Occasionally candidates tended towards vast swathes of description in dealing with 
this factor though. Macmillan was largely treated well, although a few candidates felt Eden was in charge 
as the party fell in 1964. Most were able to show how his declining health and actions at the Night of the 
Long Knives damaged his reputation.  

The revival of Labour was well-known and there were good comparisons between Wilson and Douglas-
Home as the younger, more charismatic man chimed with the electorate in the face of a changing 
society. Fewer discussed the social issues of the period.  

The higher level answers were usually able to cover the whole of this period, offering a balance 
assessment of the factors that led to their decline although lower level answers tended to have a heavy 
focus on scandals, meaning that answers were partially focused.  
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Exemplar 2 

 

Question 4 

This question produced a wide range of answers, with some at the lower level focusing on earlier factors, 
such as the Falklands War, losing time to write about more relevant factors. Where there is a named 
factor, as in this question, candidates do need to write a paragraph about it even if they argue it was not 
the most important reason. 

The higher level answers considered a good range of issues. This included the impact of the Poll Tax, 
focusing on how it hit the poorest the hardest. They were also able to demonstrate the anger generated 
with references to the Trafalgar Square riots in 1990. Some strong answers were able to link these to the 
disaffection felt by many in earlier riots and demonstrations in the 1980s. However detailed knowledge of 
splits in the Conservatives and the significant costs of its collection were omitted. An example of a 
response showing a good range of issues can be seen below. 

The higher level answers compared this factor to splits within the Conservative Party over Europe, with 
many candidates able to discuss the actions of Howe and Heseltine. The by-election losses were only 
mentioned by the very best candidates, whilst there was some confusion about the rise of Tony Blair and 
New Labour being responsible for her fall. 

Disappointingly the economic situation was largely ignored with a few discussing the recession and then 
rising inflation in 1990. Many candidates wanted to discuss the impact of the miners’ strike or the 
Falklands War and this restricted them to the lower levels of the mark-scheme. Only a very few 
candidates pointed to the revival of the Labour Party and the fear that many Conservatives had that they 
wouldn’t win an election under her leadership.  
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Exemplar 3 
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Supporting you 
For further details of this qualification please visit the subject webpage.

Review of results

If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish to consider one of our review of results 
services.  For full information about the options available visit the OCR website.  If university places are 
at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of marking which have an earlier deadline to 
ensure your reviews are processed in time for university applications.

Active Results offers a unique perspective on results data and greater opportunities to understand 
students’ performance. 

It allows you to:

• Review reports on the performance of individual candidates, cohorts of students and whole   
centres

• Analyse results at question and/or topic level

• Compare your centre with OCR national averages or similar OCR centres.

• Identify areas of the curriculum where students excel or struggle and help pinpoint strengths and 
weaknesses of students and teaching departments.

http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/active-results/

Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear exam feedback directly from a senior assessor or drop in 
to an online Q&A session.

https://www.cpdhub.ocr.org.uk 
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